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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As reported by Kim Iversen above, around the world people are gathering for massive protests

against COVID shot mandates. In mid-September 2021, Italy became the Irst European country to

announce the implementation of mandatory COVID-19 health passes (so-called “Green Pass”) for

all workers, both public and private.

The Italian mandate took effect October 15, 2021. Residents have been protesting in the streets for

months on end and there’s no sign of them letting up. Demonstrations are also taking place in The

Netherlands, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Greece, Romania, Slovenia, Australia and France.

Even in Israel, mass protests are now taking place as it was announced Israeli’s will lose their health

pass privileges unless they get a third booster shot six months after their second dose. New York

City has also seen large protests in the wake of its vaccine requirement for restaurants and other

public venues.

Leaders Turn a Blind Eye

Yet, despite massive protests, the push for vaccine mandates and vaccine passports that will

create a two-tier society continue unabated. With few exceptions, world leaders are simply turning

a blind eye and a deaf ear to the fact that their residents want nothing to do with their new world

order.

At the same time, government agencies charged with keeping us safe are doing the complete

opposite. That includes the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), which

President Biden has placed in charge of enforcing his unconstitutional edict that private companies

with 100 employees or more must make COVID “vaccination” a requirement for employment or face

Ines of as much as $700,000 per incidence.

OSHA will issue the mandate for employers as an emergency temporary standard (ETS), but as of

this writing, no o`cial mandate has actually been issued.

According to an October 18, 2021, report by PJ Media,  OSHA has sent a draft to the O`ce of

Management and Budget (OMB) for review. Since it’s being issued as an ETS, there will be no public

comment period.

Once the OMB review is Inalized, the vaccination rule will be published. Only then will the mandate

actually go into effect. That said, OSHA has already amended an already existing rule in a way that

will hide the true extent of the damage that this mandate will have on the American workforce.

OSHA Rule Change Covers Up Vaccine Injuries

According to OSHA rules (29 CFR 1904 ), employers must record and report work-related illnesses,

injuries and fatalities, whether the employer was at fault or not. As reported May 26, 2021, by

employment law Irm Ogletree Deakins,  this recording requirement initially also applied to adverse

reactions suffered by employees who had to get the COVID shot as a requirement for employment.

The original guidance stated that employers were required to record an employee’s adverse

reaction to the COVID jab if the shot was a) work-related, 2) a new case under 29 C.F.R. 1904.6 and

3) met one or more OSHA general recording criteria set out in 29 C.F.R. 1904.7. OSHA speciIed

that an adverse reaction to the jab would be considered “work-related” if the shot was required for

employment.

Then, in late May 2021, OSHA suddenly revoked this guidance, saying it will not enforce the

recording requirement if the injury or fatality involves the COVID jab, even if required for

employment. The nonenforcement will remain in place through May 2022, at which time the agency

will reevaluate its position.

Why would they remove the requirement to record and report vaccine injuries incurred as a result of

a vaccine mandate? According to OSHA, the agency is “working diligently to encourage COVID-19

vaccinations,” “does not wish to have any appearance of discouraging workers from receiving

COVID-19 vaccination, and also does not wish to disincentivize employers’ vaccination efforts.”

As reported by Ogletree Deakins:

“There is no doubt that OSHA’s guidance created a disincentive for employers to mandate

that their employees get vaccinated. With a mandatory vaccination policy, the guidance

ensured that employees’ adverse reactions (with arguably little correlation to actual work-

related injuries) could end up on a company’s OSHA recordkeeping logs — which could, in

turn, negatively affect its insurance rates and, in some industries, its ability to bid for work.”

What Ogletree fails to address is that by not enforcing this recording requirement for COVID jab

injuries, OSHA is intentionally covering up the ramiIcations these vaccine mandates might have on

employees’ health. Meanwhile, employers are still required to record and report COVID-19

infections and COVID-19 deaths among their employees.

Federal Employees Get Special Treatment

In related news, federal employees must be fully “vaccinated” by November 22, 2021, or face the

unemployment line. While coercion of this nature is abhorrent under any circumstance, federal

employees at least get special treatment if they’re injured by the required jab. As reported by

Stacey Lennox for PJ Media:

“… October 1, 2021, the Federal Employee’s Compensation Act (FECA) issued a bulletin

regarding coverage for vaccine injuries.  FECA did not traditionally cover preventative

measures and any resulting illness or injury. As of September 9, 2021, when President

Biden announced the federal mandate, adverse reactions to COVID-19 vaccination are

covered.”

As indicated in FECA Bulletin No. 22-01, dated October 1, 2021:

“… this executive order now makes COVID-19 vaccination a requirement of most Federal

employment. As such, employees impacted by this mandate who receive required COVID-

19 vaccinations on or after the date of the executive order may be afforded coverage under

the FECA for any adverse reactions to the vaccine itself, and for any injuries sustained

while obtaining the vaccination.”

“This bulletin is an interesting turn of events given previous OSHA guidance to private employers,”

Lennox writes.  Indeed, while OSHA is selectively choosing to hide the vaccine injuries of private

employees, federal employees will have access to Inancial compensation for their vaccine injuries,

over and above the Countermeasures Injury Compensation Act (CICP).

Who Will Pay for Private Employees Injured by the Jabs?

On the whole, it’s clear that private employees will be at a distinct disadvantage in terms of

compensation. If their employer requires them to get the jab to keep their job, and they get injured

by it, the only recourse they have is to Ile a CICP claim, which is near-impossible to get. By not

requiring companies to record vaccine injuries, it effectively shuts down the path for an employee

to seek worker’s compensation if they’re injured by a mandated COVID jab.

“While OSHA recordability does not govern worker’s compensation, after managing both for

several employers, I have never seen a compensable injury that is not OSHA recordable,”

Lennox writes.

As for CICP, in its 15-year history, it has paid out fewer than 1 in 10 claims.  It also offers rather

limited help, as you Irst have to exhaust your personal insurance before it kicks in to pay the

difference.

Even if they can get it, CICP awards are likely to be a drop in the bucket for most people. The

average award is $200,000, and compensation for fatalities are capped at $370,376.  Meanwhile,

you can easily rack up a $1 million hospital bill if you suffer a serious thrombotic event.

“ Private sector employees deserve the same
protection as federal employees in the face of
mandatory vaccines. The mandates will put a
severe risk between them and their ability to earn a
living for some people ... If employers don’t want
the liability, they should fight the mandate. ~
Stacey Lennox, PJ Media”

Perhaps most egregious of all, it’s your responsibility to prove your injury was the “direct result of

the countermeasure’s administration based on compelling, reliable, valid, medical and scientiIc

evidence beyond mere temporal association.”

In other words, you basically have to prove what the vaccine developer itself has yet to ascertain,

seeing how you are part of their still-ongoing study. You must also pay for your own legal help and

any professional witnesses you may need to support your claim.

Union Workers Now Have Another Bargaining Chip

The fact that federal workers who are injured by the mandated COVID jabs will be covered by FICA

now gives unionized employees a new bargaining chip though. As noted by Lennox:

“Without the OSHA ETS, unions would have bargained about having a vaccine mandate as a

term or condition of employment at all. Now, unions should still have an opportunity for

effects bargaining to ensure their members are covered if they sustain a vaccine injury.”

Recordability Guidance Must Be Changed Back

As mentioned earlier, the OSHA requirement to record vaccine injuries was scrapped because it

disincentivized employers to mandate the shot. Having large numbers of injury reports can raise a

company’s insurance costs. However, if OSHA is now going to require all employers with 100 or

more employees to implement vaccine mandates, then most companies will be in the same boat.

Since no employer will be at a particular disadvantage, OSHA really needs to change its

recordability guidance back, Lennox says, adding:

“Private sector employees deserve the same protection as federal employees in the face of

mandatory vaccines. The mandates will put a severe risk between them and their ability to

earn a living for some people.

If they [employers] cave, they should be liable just as every taxpayer is now liable for a

vaccine injury to a federal employee. If employers don’t want the liability, they should Zght

the mandate.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,739 ratings

ORDER NOW
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How will they be able to compensate for the damages produced over time, how can these damages be demonstrated in the DNA? .

Genetic weapons falsely called "vaccines" we know cause reduced immunity increasing over time, produce hyperinkammation and in this

NEW RESEARCH WREAK HAVOC ON THE DNA REPAIR MECHANISM. THIS FINDING CAN ONLY BE DESCRIBED AS A TRUE "HORROR" IN

ITS IMPLICATIONS. Surprising new research published in Viruses, part of MDPI's (Open Access Journals) edition of SARS-CoV-2 Host

Cell Interactions, reveals that vaccine proteins penetrate cell nuclei and they wreak havoc on the DNA repair mechanism of cells,

suppressing DNA repair to the same extent. like 90 percent.

People who have received mRNA vaccines will experience suppressed DNA repair, increasing exposures to 5G radiation, mammography

exams, chemical plasticizers in food products, and carcinogens in personal care products will not be able to repair the DNA damage

caused by those exposures. In other words, after relatively small exposures, they will begin to mutate and develop diseases and cancers.

MONSTERS, ZOMBIES AND MUTANTS: HORRIFYING NEW RESEARCH REVEALS HOW VACCINES SUPPRESS DNA REPAIR MECHANISM

IN YOUR CELLS. www.brighteon.com/cb351cd3-6c94-4f2b-a05d-bbda757d4472  (Nov 2, 2021).
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PROMINENT SCIENTISTS GO PUBLIC: ‘FAUCI FOOLED AMERICA’ Kulldorff and Bhattacharya, both senior scholars at the

Brownstone Institute and signers of the Great Barrington Declaration, had this message for Newsweek readers: “The evidence is

in. Governors, journalists, scientists, university presidents, hospital administrators and business leaders can continue to follow Dr.

Anthony Fauci or open their eyes. The authors ticked off a list of “key issues” Fauci got wrong, including failure to recognize

natural immunity, protecting the elderly, school closures, masks and contact tracing.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/martin-kulldorff-jay-bhattacharya-..  (11/02/21)
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People just don't understand the horrors yet to come. People are going to die by the millions this winter and it will be blamed on

the people that refused their poison jabs. People are brainwashed bad. NONE of their poison jab's give ANY immunity OR keep

ANYONE from transmitting ANY disease.....ALL of the poison jab manufactures admit it.
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Speaking of increased exposure to 5G radiation, the graphene oxide that is in the RNA vaccines is already well known in science as

an ideal receptor for 5G excitement. It may turn out to be the mechanism that allows 5G control of humanity or at least the

component of humanity that receives injections or becomes contaminated with graphene oxide otherwise.

particleandIbretoxicology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12989-0..
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Guillermou As usual, your post is right on the money!!! The goal of this planned pandemic, or plandemic, has been since the

beginning all about control, with the longer term goal of mass population reduction through vaccination and genocide!! I am

reminded of a Charlton Heston quote: “From My Cold Dead Hands”    https://youtu.be/5ju4Gla2odw   Well, my version of this

regarding the COVID Jab is: I will be kicking and screaming while they hold me down and force the COVID Jab into my body!!!”  

With the police state that we live in today, which is particularly evident in New York where I live, there is a very good chance that I

will be shot dead when they come for me to force the Experimental COVID Gene Therapy Jab into me and I refuse to comply!! As

long as the Sheeple continue to comply with the constitution-violating rules that our government is forcing upon us, things will not

get better, and will continue to deteriorate until we have no rights left and we are living in klaus Schwab’s or George Orwell’s world!!!

Build Back Better = New World Order = The Great Reset = You Will Own Nothing And You Will Be Happy = The Rich Own And

Control Everything, The People Own And Control Nothing = Neo-Feudalsim-  NO THANKS!!!!
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Gui, the architects of Hitler's Master Race agenda must have survived when the Paperclip crowd was brought into the fold of the

States gov't. Now Hitler's wet dream has been picked up by Fauci & Gates who are implementing their wet dream. The whole of

humanity is stuck in a nightmare to fulIll their twisted dream logic devoid of any connection to anything resembling a healthy

living being.
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Gui- This is truly an eye opener and should get more press. Former FDA commissioners push thru drugs or vaccines then get hired

by the pharmaceutical companies. qz.com/1656529/yet-another-fda-commissioner-joins-the-pharmaceutical-i..
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Gui- Here is some good info on what OSHA can and cannot do. I don't believe that OSHA has the authority to oversee the

mandating of vaccines in the workplace for companies with over 100 employees. What about those with 99 or less? OSHA is

involved if there are toxic fumes/hazardous chemical leaks/etc which pose a health risk to the worker. This is like they would

oversee that workers take their blood pressure or diabetes medicines so they won't get a stroke while working.

ehsdailyadvisor.blr.com/2021/09/how-can-osha-even-require-vaccines/
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Here is the embedded link to the research paper that was ‘safe keeping’ placed

 www.naturalnews.com/.../viruses-13-02056-v2.pdf
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Uh Oh, Looks like those Left but outside the Pelosi, Brandon Left are jumping on fast to what we have been concerned about for

close to two years. Some of this lingering came from if your not careful there is a loss of the platform. Others are hard learners and

had to be hit with personal experience. The larger point is, if the general public is able to discuss in this crowd source platform,

eventually we cut across artiIcial kept hard lines meant to keep us from understanding each other and to especially keep us from

coming up with positive and most likely better solutions than the Master Race of Blue Bloods intend.

Jimmy Dore - a bit of rough language Critics of Covid Policy Are Not Anti-Vax

https://https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uIM-xl0uHg?v=y0PYlLQn_YM?v=Iq..  plus; Webster dictionary changing "vaccine"

deInition www.youtube.com/watch?v=jrEthk02bPw&list=RDCMUC3M7l8ved_rYQ45AVzS0..   Russel Brand covid & health: why

can't we talk about the science? www.youtube.com/watch   and some Joe & Josh Rogan on Fauci's inkuence

www.youtube.com/watch  Also in the deInitions changed video the point by a poster was made how important it is to have hard

copy print or book & why the current all digital all the time is so dangerous being as the powers that be can digitally change

publicly accessed information  at will, & with no physical proof those who experienced or remember become cranky old poops &

discounted.
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Very true, BIG, the media have faithfully reported all the lies transmitted by government institutions, not telling the truth about the

damages of vaccines and about the contagion of the disease by those vaccinated, even by contact with the spike protein. Dr.

Northrup says that thousands upon thousands of unvaccinated women, for example, are now experiencing dramatic changes in

their periods from being around other people who were hit with Wuhan Flu Vaccines.

"Clearly something is being passed on," she explained, revealing horrifying stories about babies as young as a few months old

experiencing blood clots coming out of their vaginas after being in contact with recently "inoculated" people. “If you look at the

PIzer document from the beginning, on page 67 it actually says that 'no man should be impregnating a woman for seven weeks,

and no woman should get pregnant for seven weeks,' and they say right there because of ' skin contact 'or' sexual contact'

www.brighteon.com/2aaed9bc-aa22-4da2-bdf8-2b0f2059983a
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Thanks stoneharbor, we already have a double path of the toxicity of graphene oxide to DNA, the damage itself to that of said

component of DNA vaccines and according to the research report published on viruses, the "vaccines" against Whuan's

coronavirus enhance the graphene oxide damage. Adding that, according to a report published by Dr. Mercola today on his Spanish

website, a small adjustment in the PIzer mRNA vaccines that children in the United States from 5 to 11 years old will receive is a

signiIcant difference in the formula. The change in ingredients is listed on page 14 of the FDA's PIzer information document as a

"defense" called tromethamine (Tris), which is intended to provide a "better stability proIle." Moderna has already used it in

vaccines for older children and adults.

According to The Journal of Physiology, “When Tris is used in defense concentrations in physiological saline solutions, it can exert

toxic effects on neuromuscular transmission in smooth and cardiac muscle. The effects are variable, mainly presynaptic, and

seem to affect motor transmission and especially adrenergic. It is possible that they are related to intracellular metabolic actions

of Tris". www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC1309045  ~ blogsalud.mercola.com/sitios/blogsalud/archivo/2021/11/03/se-agrego-un..
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Thank you Jenniferny, you have deIned the situation conclusively: “we have no rights left and we are living in Klaus Schwab’s or

George Orwell’s world !!! Build Back Better = New World Order = The Great Reset = You Will Own Nothing And You Will Be Happy =

The Rich Own And Control Everything, The People Own And Control Nothing = Neo-Feudalsim- NO THANKS !!!! "

In Spain there are no mandates for the obligation to be vaccinated against the coronavirus, nor are immunity passports mandatory.

I hope that in the end this dramatic situation does not happen to you: "I will be kicking and screaming while they hold me down and

force the COVID Jab into my body !!!"

Nineteen states have sued the Biden administration over the COVID-19 vaccine mandate for Federal government contractors,

according to separate lawsuits Iled late last week. On October 28, the state of Florida sued the Biden administration over the

mandate, which Republican Gov. Ron DeSantis said "is unlawfully jeopardizing thousands of jobs."

Then on October 29, the states of Alaska, Arkansas, Iowa, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Dakota, South

Dakota and Wyoming Iled a lawsuitthat called the mandate "unconstitutional, unlawful, and unwise." The states of Georgia,

Alabama, Idaho, Kansas, South Carolina, Utah, and West Virginia also Iled a similar lawsuit on Friday. The state of Texas also Iled

its own lawsuit on Friday. www.globalresearch.ca/19-states-sue-biden-administration-over-fed-cont..  (1 November 2021)
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Very well deIned the situation Just, Hitler's witness has been picked up by Fauci, who is implementing the dream of planned

genocide. Also with the violence of the vaccine and police violence. While waiting for a food delivery at his Los Angeles home on

April 8, Ryan Wentz, a peace activist and producer of the viral online show Soapbox, heard two men shouting his name from the

front door. As he got closer, he realized they were not delivery drivers, but police o`cers displaying California Highway Patrol

badges.

The o`cers informed Wentz that they had received a call from the Capitol Police, the federal law enforcement agency charged

with protecting the United States Congress, about a tweet he had sent that allegedly threatened Rep. Alexandria Ocasio. -Cortez.

Wentz told The Grayzone: “O`cers said, 'We received a warning about a sitting member of Congress. And it was because of your

tweet, that he tagged them in it. ' And then they just didn't back down from this accusation that I threatened to kill her. "In the link,

what caused the situation. thegrayzone.com/.../anti-war-activist-police-aoc-video
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OSHA Changes Rule to Cover Up Vaccine Injuries
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has amended its injury recording rule in a way that will hide the true extent

of the damage that the COVID jab mandate will have on the American workforce

)

According to OSHA rules, employers must record and report work-related illnesses, injuries and fatalities. This recording requirement

initially also applied to adverse reactions suffered by employees who had to get the COVID shot as a requirement for employment. This rule

was changed in late May 2021

)

OSHA will not enforce the recording requirement if the injury or fatality involves the COVID jab, even if required for employment. The

nonenforcement will remain through May 2022. With this change, OSHA is covering up vaccine injuries — and hindering workers from

seeking workers’ compensation

)

Meanwhile, federal employees required to get the COVID jab will be eligible for compensation for injuries through the Federal Employee’s

Compensation Act (FECA)

)

Having large numbers of injury reports can raise a company’s insurance costs. However, if OSHA is going to require all employers with 100

or more employees to implement vaccine mandates, then companies will be in the same boat and none will be at a particular disadvantage,

so OSHA really needs to change its recordability guidance back

)
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Great information, Just, we have resistance groups, who surely take care of their health and are not obese. Germany's Federal

Ministry of Health, in a survey conducted by Forsa, found that 90 percent of Germans who have not received vaccines against the

Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) continue with their decision not to get vaccinated. The remaining 10 percent said they will likely

get it or remain undecided. About 65 percent of unvaccinated Germans said there is "no way they will get the COVID-19 vaccine in

the next two months." Another 23 percent said they would "probably not" receive the COVID-19 vaccine in the near future, while 2

percent said they would "deInitely not" receive the vaccine at any time.

www.infowars.com/posts/90-per-cent-of-germans-who-havent-had-the-vacci..  (October 29th 2021)
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Thank you very much @ghInn for the viruses post link.

Thank you very much @fvtomasch, what a corrupt gang using revolving doors. It is normal from the FDA to PIzer and vice versa !!

The OSHA article shows that vaccination mandates are made without legislative action and OSHA without authority complies with

them. OSHA is reporting to Biden and Fauci.

One of the investigative reporters, Lara Logan, and during a recent episode of "Tucker Carlson Tonight," which she hosted as a

guest, revealed what no other outlet has reported: "The Biden regime ordered a federal agency to take over the safety of workers

lying about injuries caused by the COVID vaccine so that the White House can continue to push the narrative that “only with the

vaccine can we get back to normal.” “Until this summer, OSHA required employers to keep records of any worker who suffered a

serious side effect from the vaccine. Then, in June, OSHA's guidance suddenly changed to this appointment, OSHA will not enforce

federal record-keeping requirements that require any employer to record side effects of workers for the COVID-19 vaccine. That

was a major change, especially since we are still learning a lot about these vaccines and their s possible side effects, ”Logan

noted. rumble.com/vmetmb-lara-logan-biden-told-osha-to-hide-info-on-vaccine-s..
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Fauci (whom I call FrAUdCI) is not that naive nor inept.... All of his actions or inaction, half-truths, lies, have a common

denominator: total devotion to big pharma's proIts regardless of the consequences - there will always be an excuse for the deaths

and injuries. Big Pharma's star salesman is Inally in hot water. This congress and white house are too embedded Inancially by big

pharma/pIzer - but their time will come sooner or later... FrAUdCI makes more money than zombie biden and is allegedly the most

powerful non elected bureaucrat in American history. So powerful (by Big Pharma) that not even D. Trump could Ire him...

Disgusting mobster, scientist-disguised genocidal greedy megalomaniac
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IMO. our government in Wash DC is anti-human. You can say "oh, it is all about bribes and corruption" but I really believe it has gone way

below that. The covid shots are maiming and killing hundreds of thousands of people while providing zero beneIt. Even if the shots were

safe and effective, making them mandatory is still against the Constitution, informed consent, individual freedom, religious freedom, etc.
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The saddest part of everything is that world wide, leader’s with no intelligence are placed to lead by the ‘sheep brains’ of each

country. These leaders are handed weapon’s of every nature to ?play? with. The sheep who control any accountability of these

leaders block and hinder such action. Accountability!? During the nuclear age these leaders ‘tested’ over 6000 nuclear bomb’s on

and in (under ground) on Mother Earth. My anger at this alone gives me pause. There is a reason it is called Mother Earth, the

planet nourishes and feeds us and we allow the subliminal human to destroy it in the name of leadership.

So much has gone into the realm of ‘we don’t know’ its a natural phenomenon. One such wonder is the massive crater that is now

open and burning away, for years now. Could one of these nuclear Irecrackers being played with have ignited part if earths

material? No one asks. Is there any effort to curtail this? No let it burn and grow. Maybe Mother will become a new smaller sun.

Now we hand the idiot’s bio-weapons to ?play with? My most extreme frustration comes from supposed intellectual scientist that

research and develop all of these dangerous technologies only to hand them over to low grade IQ’s in the name of a paycheck? I

again turn to Kipling for solace and calm.
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Our government??  Hasn't been ours for quite awhile.  THE "government" is the private property of the Jew Devil [In the Talmud

everything on Earth is Jewish property, and Jews have the right to enslave everyone else]
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And now I will have to Ind a way to explain to my younger child why her friends are having seizures and dying. My older child understands

that the increased number of kids having seizures in class is likely due to the vaccines, but my younger child will need some hand holding

to understand this. It's easier to explain war when people are dying from bullets and bombs, but much more di`cult to explain when

people are dying from nefariously engineered "medicines." The silver lining in this -- as though there could be one -- is that parents of 5 to

11 year olds will be much quicker to cry foul when they see their small children maimed by these frankenceuticals. And they'll scream

much more loudly.
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Yes, Good_Hands, BigPharma and their allies have hypnotized the minds of parents and believe that "vaccines" will prevent their

children from being harmed, when the reality is that children are mostly asymptomatic except for serious previous pathologies, but

the media kiss the hand that feed them and this reality is not communicated. According to the OAS by Dr. Thomas Francis, if the

initial priming of the immune system is suboptimal and biased, then that suboptimal initial priming can effectively alter and skew

the immune response in the long term, which would guide all future immune responses. COVID-19 vaccines administered in the

US. They only reduce symptoms, allowing the host to stay alive and transmitting their viral load

“Are we about to rob our children of their most precious gift - a robust, durable, potent natural innate immunity with these

imperfect leaky vaccines - an immunity that has always protected them and helps reduce the infectious pressure and helps

contribute to population herd immunity? With vaccines that have been shown to be harmful?" O`cials from the FDA, CDC, NIH, and

NIAID, including Dr. Anthony Fauci and Dr. Rochelle Walensky, have not presented any valid case justifying these vaccines to

children." PRETENDING WE CAN VACCINATE OUR WAY OUT OF THIS PANDEMIC IS DANGEROUS - ESPECIALLY FOR KIDS

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/children-immune-priming-covid-vacc..  (02/11/21)
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That makes me sad
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At the extreme beginning of this pseudo-pandemic, I was there at the seminal moment listening to verbiage that could only be

described as lies and propaganda. Heads up people were NOT fooled by the little Rodent. A new book has just hit the stores,

"Gullible's Travels", it's a winner. Once people start dropping like kies, the naivete will vanish and people will start the onerous task

of looking the lies right in the keester and realize, angrily so, that they've been lied to deliberately and they will become mad as wet

hornets. I interface with a group of fellow veterans and they've all gotten their shots, they never learned to think in lieu of merely

taking orders. So far, they reek of saturated gullibility. Denial is still strong, but when a few of them drop dead thanks to the

vaccines, we'll see how they rationalize their "bad luck".
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And what of the tear’s of grandparents who Ind their children have been led into this darkness … and what of the grandchildren?

Tear’s, yes. Sadness, beyond measure. We all have our crosses to bare.
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They may be more likely to want to say something when their kids are hurt, but who will they tell? All their communications

(facebook, twitter) are monitored and censored. Anything they say will be removed and other people will just assume you are one

of those crazy anti-vaxxers. This has been going on for decades already. People who don't get vaxxed are either some of the most

educated people around, or they are the black community that has trust issues with the medical community already. Look at SIDS.

1500 kids die each year (statistic I found was from 2014). But in Japan where they don't give any vaccines to children under 2

years old they have no cases of SIDS. So we willingly kill 1500 babies a year and cause thousands of cancers, autism, and ADHD in

the ones that survive. The autism thing was conIrmed recently that the FDA had the science to show a link between vaccines and

autism and they covered it up. Don't want to scare people from their necessary shots now, do we!!!
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Gui, I've shared similar sentiments with a number of friends all of whom have vaxxed their teenagers and plan to vax their younger

kids now that the FDA has given their blessing, but most parents can't allow themselves to hear it. I know a lot of really good

people who are risking great harm to their children all the while believing that what they're doing is absolutely right. I'm not ready to

start attending funerals of my childrens' friends, but sadly that's what may be required for the message to sink in.

bahmiO, just down the road we had a veteran -- a WWII Ighter pilot -- who turned 100 last summer. Parade in his honor and all that.

Fit as a Iddle, mind sharp as a tack, ready for another decade of good living. Then along came the vax and he snuffed it over the

winter. I guess you could call that "bad luck."

ghInn, grandparents may well have more crosses to bear than I'd care to imagine. I strain to think how I'd deal if I had to watch

multiple generations of descendants become decedents. I would struggle greatly.

Barth, I believe that word of mouth will play a strong role here. When parents tell their friends, face to face, "I KNOW this was due to

the vaccine," then the seeds of doubt will spread much more quickly from person to person. That's my hope, anyway. And that's

where I believe I will be able to do the most good, by holding hands and helping people to wake up to what's really happening even

if it is too late for some.

Yes, tallulah, this all makes me very, very sad. Tough times ahead. Pray we come through it.
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God bless you Goodhands, what a tough time to be going through as a father. How to coach kids to bear the psychological impacts

of this time, let alone the pure facts? I am stunned by what parents must now be facing. Again, God bless you and I agree with

every single one of your responses. I wanted to support you in your comment about parents saying "I know it was from the

vaccine" and waking each other up. Yup. That's how it happens. I know someone who deeply believes in mainstream medicine and

most decidedly does NOT believe in natural medicine, who swears that it was, without question, vaccines (not the current ones)

which made her son go autistic. So tragic. Yet even she knows it, without a single question. That being the case, many are going to

wake up.

Further, as people see others being impacted, they are going to talk and they are also going to wake up. I predict it. I also posted,

and will cross post here only to support you, that where 28% of the nation was using complimentary/alternative medicine about a

decade ago due to side effects from BigPharma, that number has since grown. How much the more so now, after people are

medically harmed by these GMO "vaccines"? I can see continued denial, but I can also see a great wave of massive wakeups

happening, society wide. And that time is going to be very soon. Very best wishes and please know you are never alone, and also

that we are never alone. There is almost nothing new under the sun. We are all in this human boat together, holding hands. And we

must all support each other now, as never before. Many blessings of the light. The light breaks through the darkness, and one tiny

candle kame can light up an entire room.
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My youngest got the shot because they were offering free concert tickets.  I had a LONG talk with her... she's not getting the 2nd

shot... Well, she's starting to have this crazy amount of dehydration happening.  I'm watching it before my eyes.  I know these

symptoms, it's the pancreas struggling.  SOB's, if she ends up diabetic over this shot...  I feel CRUSHED... she's a kid!  Grrrrr!
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Mirandola, you are, as ever, kind. I, too, have friends who are wise to the fact that the shots are what put their kids on the spectrum,

and yet they beat a path to Pharma's doorstep. It deIes logic. But to borrow a theme from Rick James, fear is a powerful drug. I

took the day off from work today in support of the Worldwide Walkout campaign spearheaded by RFKjr, and I spent the day

stacking wood in preparation for the Zombie Apocalypse. Stacking wood is restorative, meditative work, and with every log I tried

to imagine all the youngsters I know coming through this ordeal intact. I'm ready to help friends through this, but I'm visualizing a

better outcome. It's all I can do for now. I do believe that the "normies" are beginning to wake up en masse, and I'm grateful for your

encouraging words to that effect. Here's to a brighter, more natural world.

lovestosing, I know a number of people who are staunchly opposed to the vax and who are wide awake to all of the evil being

perpetrated on humanity, and yet their children have proudly taken the shots and simply cannot see the reality of this dark plan.

Some of them live in the same household, and it apparently makes for some very interesting family politics. I'm glad to hear that

you've at least managed to talk some sense into your youngest to avoid the second shot. Sending healing thoughts for her

pancreas.
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Good luck trying to prove your injuries were caused by the shot.  It's next to impossible right now.  Save your life, REFUSE THE JAB.

 Nothing is worse than a lifetime of misery, pain and early death.  No amount of money can compensate for that.   REFUSE THE JAB.  Over

17,000 dead,  over 870,000 injured as I type.  VACCINATION IS AN ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY WEAPON AND A CRIME AGAINST

HUMANITY.
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We can bring the government to it's knees if we ALL stand together and refuse to give in to unjust laws and mandates.
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Agree...we are 100 million un jabbed people in USA. We should be able to bring businesses and Govts down, if we work together.

Many countries have much less than 100 million population - so we have the numbers to run our own parallel everything.
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Too true, moxa1man.  Death by injection is the new holocaust.   Our “governments” are our executioners. Will there be a point in

celebrating Remembrance Day on November 11th, since all those brave souls who fought against evil in World War II died in vain?

principia-scientiIc.com/more-than-800-deaths-in-fully-vaccinated-scot..  .~

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/ron-johnson-people-injured-covid-v..
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That goes for all vaccines!
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It's...all....just....sooooooo.....criminal. Involving wellbeing, life and death. It goes that far. My god.  But, just trust BigPharma. Just trust

Fauci. Just trust the CDC, WHO and FDA, and let's not forget, OSHA.  Oh really?  To trust or not to trust? That is Not the question, and is

also not Any question.  It seems to me, as stated before, that to weigh risk vs beneIts should be reserved as a very last resort. Yet, it

remains the very basis of mainstream "medicine". This is absolutely crazy, and not smart of people. And if people think that side effects,

deaths are "So rare" and "Only happen to so few people" Irst of all, let them research that one again. And if it happened to *Them* or to

*Their* loved one, then what might they be saying, and how might they be thinking and feeling? "It will never happen to me" can

be...tragically...famous last words. We don't ever want to see that happening, to Anybody.

Sad times. Sad and hard times, indeed. This should not be, and it's....all....just....sooooooo.....criminal.

On a note of hope, I think as word gets out, censorship and tweaked studies be damned, because people WILL talk....then people also will

wake up. They will realize that BigPharma is Not to be trusted, and that it is time to defect to natural medicine. There may be a big

pendulum swing in the not too distant future. Even more importantly, they may wake up to the fact that betrayals and controls are afoot.

As they wake up, and as people talk, then the power grabs and brainwashes will no longer work. The Feds and Governors can try anew to

push the buttons, but they will not work anymore, they will not be responsive. People will be wiser and see through it all, at last. And then

comes the restoration of order. It will happen, with time. God bless.
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As usual, mirandola is on point.  I think there is power generated simply by taking this perspective that people WILL wake up.  A

person can take such a perspective as a choice; it's similar to having faith — faith in someone, something, or the divine.  No one

said it was easy to adopt a positive perspective when there is much of concern around us.  However there is a simplicity to it.

 (Easy and simple are not synonymous terms, right?!)   We create a power and strength by believing in the best.  Not just hoping.

 Believing.

Over these past many months, those of us following this have been saying the truth will come out.  I would say that compared to

even a couple months ago, the amount of truth coming out now, and edging into the more dominant media, is signiIcant.  Even a

couple months ago in our attempts to share the truthful information we were sort of hemmed in by this societal perspective that

our perspectives here are regarded as “alternative”.  We’re at a different point now.  People will see that it's not “alternative” — it’s

simply the truth.   Medical professionals have to know something is wrong; this crisis is no longer merely about information, but

about whether medical professionals will join their peers who have had the courage to bear witness to it.
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Thank you Artist Jill! YOu are a positive thinker yourself! Kuddos. Here is what I draw on to state as I did, above. About a decade

ago, 28% of the nation was using CAM (Complimentary or Alternative Medicine) based on side effects from mainstream medicine.

Later, that Igure grew. I believe that as people tragically become vaccine injured and even die, that this is only going to be a natural

response. Especially after being coerced into it. Plus, aren't people going to later on, in retrospect, see that coercion as something

to be distrustful of? Come on. They will "get it".  With a potential Job loss, a roof over one's head and even food affordability are at

stake. This has to get people thinking.

Finally, it is emotional pain and suffering that has people waking up out of their denial. They may think down certain lines now, but

when they themselves suffer, or see others close to them who do, most of them are going to wake up. There may be some who

attribute it to other things, and no doubt the mainstream is going to brainwash in that direction. Yet, people may get smart because

all this will be happening after the vaccines. There comes a point that the brainwashes will no longer work, when people will start

to question. I think this is inevitable.

I also see a real potential for slide into deep dictatorship. We aren't completely there yet, but we surely are on the highway, not the

roadway. Yet, even that can backIre. There are too many people educated in the freedom model to accept dictatorship, said a

friend from the Iron Curtain. Well fear has become the great override and also, is The Technique used to create that climate. Yet,

even that can wear off and people can, and will, gain perspective as above, over time.  But with the many walkouts, the many

lawsuits, I think that the time is now. The dawning of awareness is already happening> And people are going to talk more and

more.  It's important to spread word about the walkouts, lawsuits, to spawn proactivity.
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Yes, Mirandola! I hope the sheeple wake up and call out the "WOKE"! If the VA governor election is any indication, we are on the

correct path. Here's the problem. There's a global collaboration to do this great reset and China is the being portrayed as the

model.  The countries that align themselves the most with China WINS! That's why all of the 2020 Democratic Nominees stepped

aside and handed the Democratic winner to Biden. He was already the #1 person in the USA that was pro-China. The mask/vaccine

mandates are all about pleasing China. Trust me, my wife is Korean. Every day all I hear is this is CHINA! I believe her.
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JamNJim, it has been clear to me from Day 1 that this is all modeled based on China's inkuence. No doubt. I still think it can fall

and the plan can backIre. To me, it does not of necessity have to be a problem as you say, even if what you say is also clearly and

evidently very true. I did say I see danger of sliding into deep dictatorship, yes. But then again, I really think it can and will backIre.

We just have to watch and see, and do our own part to help the best instead of the worst. Thank you.
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The most damning indictment of this whole thing you will ever see! They can't continue without prosecution! Thank you to Ron Johnson

and everyone who participated. Everyone needs to see this. rumble.com/vokrf7-sen.-johnson-expert-panel-on-federal-vaccine-mandate..
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Thank you Laura, and especially the "vaccines" mandates for the children is a crime against humanity: TEN RED FLAGS IN THE

FDA'S RISK-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF PFIZER'S EUA APPLICATION TO INJECT AMERICAN CHILDREN 5 TO 11 WITH ITS MRNA

PRODUCT tobyrogers.substack.com/p/ten-red-kags-in-the-fdas-risk-beneIt  (Oct 25, 2021). RESEARCHER BLOWS WHISTLE ON

DATA INTEGRITY ISSUES IN PFIZER’S VACCINE TRIAL A regional director with Ventavia Research Group told The BMJ PIzer

falsiIed data, unblinded patients, employed inadequately trained vaccinators and was slow to follow up on adverse events

reported in PIzer’s pivotal COVID Vaccine phase 3 trial. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/brook-jackson-ventavia-research-gr..

 (11/02/21).

According to the previous report, 3 very important red kags:  1.  COVID-19 rates in children ages 5 to 11 are so low that there were

ZERO cases of severe COVID-19 and ZERO cases of death from COVID in either the treatment (n= 1,518) or control group (n= 750)  

 2. PIzer’s clinical trial in kids was intentionally undersized to hide harms.    3. PIzer only enrolled “participants 5-11 years of age

without evidence of prior SARS-CoV-2 infection.”
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This is a little off topic. However, it does relate indirectly. I'm at home today with another infection of the mouth. This one is much worse.

Since the mask mandates began, I've had 3 major infections in the upper right jaw. The Irst one I had in June 2020 was assumed to be a

failing root-canal/crown. I did a round of antibiotics and got over it. Lockdowns prevented me from seeing my dentist and they did a

phone interview with me and agreed to call in a prescription of penicillin. Six months later, around Feb 2021, I have another infection.

By then, my dentist was back in o`ce. He prescribed more antibiotics and we scheduled to have the suspected tooth extracted in 2

weeks. I returned 2 weeks later in ZERO pain and explained to him the tooth never actually hurt and it never became lose. So he X-rayed

the tooth as said there's nothing wrong with it. He probed around with his pick (dental cleaning) and said I had ZERO periodontal disease

(head scratcher). Now my upper right jaw has blown up again worse than the previous 2 times and there is no indication it is tooth

related. I believe I have a Staphylococcus infection (AKA: Staph-infection). www.cdc.gov/.../staph.html  

This is one of the worst infections anyone can have. It kills thousands of people in hospitals every year. This bacteria resides in people's

noses. I have a di`cult time breathing through my nose 24/7 and there's something in the mask that causes my nose to drip. When I wear

a mask, I have to breathe through my mouth. I believe these infections in my mouth are due to wearing mask all day at work. There are no

mask mandates where I live, but my employer requires it. I have to conIrm that this is a staph infection. They are preparing to require

covid-19 vaccinations. I plan to Ile a lawsuit for the mask/infections before the vaccine mandate goes into effect (before they Ire

me).....stay tuned till next time!
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This is very interesting. As an RN working in a hospital and required to wear a mask, I have not heard or seen of this problem…but I

believe you! The mask box says “made in China” when I originally checked at work, but then they removed that saying when I

checked months later. I’m going to ask my dental hygienist about this problem. She and I are both anti-vaxxxers and we whisper in

between her cleaning my teeth. Since the mandate I have not been working (refused the jab and my RE denied), and he skin on my

lower face is zit-free. Many of the older female patients I took care of told me their face broke out from the mask.
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Hi, Jim ~   I also believe what you're saying and so sorry for all you're going through with this.  Those paper masks are HORRIBLE,

but popular because they're cheap and throw-aways.  If possible for your wife, or someone you know, it would be better if you can

Ind a clean, cotton fabric mask.  There are hundreds of youtube videos on making them and they're simple, and you KNOW they

aren't from China...  Being a sewer for years, I've got a cabinet full of fabrics that were mfg. in the states.  But even so, if you make

sure the fabric is thoroughly washed, it would be much better than those paper masks.  There are also other types I see that might
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sure the fabric is thoroughly washed, it would be much better than those paper masks.  There are also other types I see that might

not be a problem for you. I know a couple at our local grocery store who are mandated to wear masks, who have to go outside

every 20 min. to half hr. for fresh air, as they have major breathing problems.  This whole issue is despicable !!!
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim- Have you tried oil of oregano? The oil is antiviral/antibacterial. It is very strong so do not put in your nose. I inhale thru

my nostrils one at a time 3 or 4 in each a few times a day. I can put in my mouth but with a teaspoon of water or carrier oil and

swish and hold it then swallow. Gets rid of many mouth a�ictions like oral thrush and can minimize a toothache. Keep out of eyes

and sinuses directly. I put a few drops in simmering water and inhale but not too close since it is very aromatic. Tea Tree oil may

work. Hope this helps. planetherbs.com/blogs/michaels-blogs/oregano-an-herbal-treatment-for-m..
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM
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Jim~  Excellent suggestion from fvtomasch.  I'm dealing with a broken molar tooth (back broke off)  and with a Illing, I've been

very nervous, as I quit my other dentist awhile back and am trying to Ind a new one who I can trust!  After brushing, carefully, I

stick a cotton piece in my cheek and put a couple drops of Oregano Oil (with a bit of olive oil in it) on the tooth.  I leave it for a bit

and then rinse well.  I also have been using peroxide.  I'm trying to keep anything from causing an infection until I Ind a dentist..

 Oregano Oil is wonderful, and useful for many things.  That site is good to bookmark.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://theminglemask.com   Check out these masks I thought the idea was excellent and they are made in Canada. I have worn

one to the grocery store which is mandatory and no problems.  I even saw another elderly lady wearing one in Costco no problems

and you can see my smile 

😁
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh wow!  JamNjim - in the meantime, can you investigate GSE (grapeFRUIT seed extract) - we kill staph with it - you can google

and see ... I order the extra strength one off the internet, health food stores carry a milder version - but you might do good also

taking it internally.  I've been using it for 20 years now, it's been the best stuff for me. I started putting a dot or two of peppermint

oil on my masks - to kill that in advance. I'm so sorry you are going through all that!
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Switch over to cloth 100% cotton mask. Do pretend mask wearing, i.e. wear it below your nose, so you can breathe freely through

your nose. Wash your cotton mask everyday. do oil pulling with coconut oil + 1 drop of tea tree oil or 1 drop of oregano oil or clove

oil. Oil pulling can be done in the morning and evening (spit out the oil after doing so), and you can brush your teeth after you rinse

with warm salt water, to remove all the oil from your mouth.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi jamNjim, I used Silver Wings Colloidal Silver for any mouth infection and it works like a charm - usually only takes 2 or 3 days.

https://npswsilver.com  My granddaughter had an abscess forming in her gum and her mother took her to the dentist.  After two

rounds of antibiotics, her mom carefully administered the appropriate dose of Colloidal Silver for her and she was over it in a week

and no problems since.  Every time they go to the dentist he always says, what was the name of that stuff you used?
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey, I posted this link earlier but it got pushed to the bottom. Ebselen is a selenium compound that kills bacterial infections much

better than antibiotics and there’s no gut bomb killing off your good bacteria! Great against covid too.

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/11/no_author/modern-medicines-sins-of-omissio..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Thanks fvtomasch, I have not tried that. I am using coconut oil. It also has antiviral properties. I do the oil-pulling with coconut oil

for 10 to 15 minutes and then do a salt water soak. That is helping more than the antibiotics. I have been looking into oregano oil. I

have never tried it.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew, I've been wondering about Colloidal Silver. I've researched it and I  have found nothing to discredit it. In fact, it appears to

be an awesome product. I've never tried it, but I'm seriously considering it.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

KatNdognco, thanks for that link. I've never heard of this. Sounds very promising!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Lovestosing. I've never heard of grapefruit-seed extract. I will deInitely give it a shot (no pun intended).
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moxa1man
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:57:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try washing your mouth out with SilverSol ionic silver two or three times a day.  Optivida Health sells this along with a colloidal

silver toothpaste. Good luck.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know the remedy, Vit C on empty stomach.  Continue throughout the day with regular vit C.  HP also.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay, so OSHA is just one other institution complicit in the conspiracy. Let's add that organization to the lawsuit(s). Apparently all of

these big wigs, and organizations seem to feel they are immune to prosecution. But there certainly is developing enough public interest in

seeing that these Scoundrels are brought to trial. Public indignation seems to be rising to a climax. We don't know how this will end, but

we certainly know which way we, the victims are leaning and what we hope for. While we're waiting for the day, stay calm, exercise your

rights, and stay healthy by following all of doctor Mercola's advice.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, stoneharbor, A lawsuit and a necessary trial. And with OSHA, CDC, FDA, etc, to Biden and Fauci. One of the investigative

reporters Lara Logan, and during a recent episode of "Tucker Carlson Tonight", which she hosted as a guest, revealed what no

other outlet has reported: “The Biden regime ordered that a federal agency take charge of security for the workers to lie about the

injuries caused by the COVID vaccine so that the White House can continue to push the narrative that 'only with the vaccine can we

get back to normal'. the Biden administration gave OSHA a new role. Joe Biden told OSHA to start withholding information from

the public to promote the COVID vaccine,” he continued.

“Until this summer, OSHA required employers to keep records of any worker who suffered a serious side effect from the vaccine.

Then, in June, OSHA's guidance suddenly changed to this appointment, OSHA will not enforce federal recordkeeping requirements

that require any employer to record worker side effects from COVID-19 vaccination. That was a major change, especially since we

are still learning a lot about these vaccines and their possible side effects,” noted Logan.

rumble.com/vmetmb-lara-logan-biden-told-osha-to-hide-info-on-vaccine-s..  (September 12, 2021)
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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I'm with you Stoner. Lets make it happen!
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Grilles
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:31:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These government coverups have to stop. Meanwhile they keep throwing around the number that 700,000 have died of covid in the US.

Where did that number come from? It's a hoax. How many have died from the vaccine? Thank you Dr. Mercola for keeping us informed.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Europe calling out the covid pass tyranny   europe.infowars.com/throw-me-in-jail-eu-o`cials-slam-covid-passports..
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL the shots are the bio-weapon. Fraud-chee and the rest of the cabal behind the covid hoax needs to be arrested for crimes

against humanity and exterminated.
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jenniferny
Joined On 3/21/2008 10:40:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is what that inkated number is based upon: www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10224102394686457&set=a.4169680599135

 On March 24, 2020 the CDC changed the way COVID deaths were reported. This inkated the number of deaths from the more

accurate number of 9,684 to the intentionally inkated number of 161,392! The plandemic was artiIcially created by using:  1) Dr

Fauci’s Gain Of Function Research to give the SARS Cov2 the ability to infect humans.  2) a high number of cycles with the PCR

test, that even the creator of the PCR test clearly stated that it should never be used for diagnosis. With the PCR test, at about 24

cycles the accuracy is about 80%. At 45 cycles, over 97% of the positive results are false-positives.  3) by artiIcially inkating the

number of COVID deaths by changing the rules for reporting how COVID deaths in particular were reported.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's less than half of 700,000. Unfortunately, Less than 10% of those people infected had to die. All they needed was HCQ, Zinc,

Vit-C, and Vit-D. I hope we have a movement (civil) that holds all of these corporation tied politicians accountable. They (Fauci)

should serve prison time.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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I hear ya! However, it is the government. That's what governments do. They cover up.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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Virginia Republican gubernatorial challenger Glenn Youngkin beat out incumbent Dem. Gov Terry McCauliffe in yesterday's gubernatorial

race by ~51 - 48. This race was considered a bellwether indicator of Biden's popularity.

www.cnn.com/2021/09/28/politics/virginia-governor-debate-covid-vaccine..     ~~    

www.baltimoresun.com/news/nation-world/ct-aud-nw-virginia-new-jersey-g..     ~~

 www.arkansasonline.com/news/2021/nov/03/youngkins-virginia-win-jolts-d..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Grulla, luckily we have leaders who do not agree with the mandates of Biden. Eighteen states Iled three separate lawsuits

Friday to stop President Joe Biden's COVID-19 vaccine mandate, arguing that the requirement violates federal law. Attorneys

general from Alaska, Arkansas, Iowa, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming

signed a lawsuit, which was Iled in federal district court in Missouri. Another group of states, including Georgia, Alabama, Idaho,

Kansas, South Carolina, Utah and West Virginia, sued in federal district court in Georgia. Texas also sued individually

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bb-states-sue-biden-covid-vaccine-..  (11/01/21)

As the CHD president has already reported, “No state legislature approved bills with COVID-19 mandates. The only COVID-19

vaccine mandates enacted so far were created by private employers, state governors, and state or local o`cials, ”he notes.

Holland said during the Oct. 16 event in New York: “We are going to a world where legislatures, not the wrong mayors or governors,

make the decisions. People's representatives should make decisions about things that affect us all

According to Holland, these "incredibly undemocratic" mandates come from executive branch o`cials. “They come from

presidential edicts, governor's edicts and mayor's edicts. They also come from public health o`cials, the county executive, or the

mayor. They don't come from the legislatures, ”he says. In fact, the NVIC article states that the majority of legislators in US state

legislatures were against vaccine mandates. www.brighteon.com/e16cd958-5359-4eb9-86cc-9acb2c1732f3  ~

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/state-legislatures-reject-proposed..
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And CBS News this morning is now showing the Republican challenger Jack Ciatterelli, running against Dem. incumbent Phil

Murphy, is SO FAR leading by a mere ~75 votes statewide. Even if he should happen to lose, it's still a shot across the Democrat's

"bow". I have not kept up with the social/fascist, P'sR of NJ politics since I left (ked) there in 1977, so I don't know where the Rep.

challenger stands on mandatory vaxxes??? Since the 2A is typically trampled on in NJ, you can rest assured that medical freedom

is also in grave danger there, no matter who wins. www.courierpostonline.com/story/news/local/south-jersey/2015/02/18/aid..  

NJ is the only U.S. state where raw milk is completely outlawed.

https://www.farmtoconsumer.org/raw-milk-nation-interactive-map//   And don't get caught there spitting on the sidewalk. Also, NJ

home owership property taxes are a great example that one does not own their own house, rather they rent it from the government.

:-(
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Thanks Grulla, luckily we have leaders who do not agree with the mandates of Biden'. "WE"??? What you mean "WE" Kemo Sabe?

Have you recently immigrated here??? Just kidding. :-) rockykatsfacts.com/.../whaddya-mean-we-kemosabe  Irst paragraph
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CokeCola777
Joined On 6/26/2020 9:45:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FAUCI & GALLO ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DEATHS OF THOUSANDS OF HOMOSEXUALS BY PUSHING AZT, A TOXIC CHEMOTHERAPY

DRUG, AS A CURE FOR AIDS. Burroughs Wellcome gave NIAID the study that was deliberately biased for AZT. Fauci even backed AZT for

pregnant women despite the grave risk to the fetus. One mark of pregnancy in all women is a higher level of antigens as the natural

immune system Ights any infection to protect the fetus. AZT or Retrovir, a failed leukemia drug, has been proven to be a highly toxic drug.

It was approved for AIDS testing in a record 5 days by Fauci and the US Government in 1987. Today despite more than thirty years funded

research and billions of dollars, no effective vaccine for HIV/AIDS exists.

Fauci is America's Dr. Mengele. According to people who have studied the role of Tony Fauci as head of NIAID, his focus has been what is

called scientiIc reductivism, described as “a 19 Century-style, single-germ theory for a complex web of factors that collapsed the

immune systems of a subset of gay men in the early 1980s.”  He has refused to explore the documentation that a variety of lethal drugs

and other toxins such as nitrites could play a role. As a result he has wasted tens of billions of taxpayer dollars since 1984 on dead end

experiments. One of his most nefarious was his collaboration with Gilead Sciences. Fauci is still pushing his ignorance with these RNA

injections. Kary Mullis said: “FAUCI DOSEN’T KNOW ANYTHING REALLY ABOUT ANYTHING” KARY MULLIS'S PCR TESTS IS FREEING

PRISONERS FROM DEATH ROW! Google it!
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM
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cokecola777 - In addition to pushing the use of azt for AIDS patients in the 1980s, Fauci also refused to write guidelines for

doctors, in their attempts to treat a form of pneumonia for those patients (pneumocystis pneumonia).  That inexpensive

medication, called Bactrim, showed great promise in its treatment, with compelling evidence of its effectiveness.  Instead, he

demanded double-blind random-controlled trials, while time was of the essence in saving their lives.  He was also hoping for a

vaccine.  As a result, an estimated 17,000 patients needlessly died from this form of pneumonia.  Sound familiar?  In my

estimation, he is  monster, who also apparently has no problem funding cruel research on beagle puppies.
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM
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He is not the only criminal, the whole ediIce is full of criminals; otherwise he wouldn't have survived various administrations, both

republican and democrat since Reagan!! On top of that he gets paid more than the president and a whole lot more if you count the

$$ he rakes in for the patents that he holds for various drugs, testing kits, vaccines etc and the deals he has made with pharma

companies to push their fraudulent drugs.

The latest being Remdesvir, that was used by hospitals in their o`cial protocol resulting in hundred (if not thousands) of deaths.

There is a web of criminality that has a hold on the whole system of Govt and its institutions like a squid monster. It has coerced or

enticed/enlisted a whole lot of common folks into criminality - for e.g. minions working for govt

bodies/institutions/labs/universities - you mean they don't know what they are doing is wrong? They do - but explain away their

crimes just like the Nazi minions did - "I am just following orders".  

Do you think Rochelle Walensky of CDC doesn't know she is lying on the TV? She knows it and she continues doing so. She has

probably enlisted whole departments at CDC to lie and unless they are high school kids, they all know they are lying and falsifying

information. It is interesting to see the silence from the so called lawyers of USA - they are ready to sue companies for spilled

coffee - but there is not a peep that you hear from them, when real crimes are being committed - very strange.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Across the board vaccine injuries and deaths are being covered up. A nurse on the Australian news about 3 weeks ago, with her identity

disguised, said she's seen horriIc vax injuries that were not being reported and dismissed. She has refused the jab so has to resign. I

wish she'd gone to more media outlets as no one's talking about it and I've heard nothing about her since.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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People are going to talk, and doctors and nurses will become increasingly disgusted and also, distrustful. There is bound to be a

big shift. This whole thing is going to backIre in the faces of the crafters and moulders of all of this. And the higher-ups may be in

very serious legal and public trouble. If God only forbid they are not, then they will fall a natural fall as people wake up, talk and

defect to natural medicine, to boycotting. It's bound to happen. Give this to time, but that time may also not be too far off?
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM
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Doctors will only talk when their own kids get injured by these clot shots. Otherwise, most of them aren't bothered - they collect

bonus payments for vaccinating their patients and are quite happy with that and other bonuses they get to push ridiculous drugs

from big pharma.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM
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A truly BRILLIANT response to the current situation from Florida Governor Ron DeSantis:   “A RECESSION IS WHEN YOUR NEIGHBOUR

LOSES HIS JOB; A DEPRESSION IS WHEN YOU LOSE YOURS; - A RECOVERY IS WHEN DR. FAUCI LOSES HIS"

twitter.com/.../1455936933708840965
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Whoo, hoo, Newlands Wanderer!  And well done, Governor Ron DeSantis, “A RECESSION IS WHEN YOUR NEIGHBOUR LOSES HIS

JOB; A DEPRESSION IS WHEN YOU LOSE YOURS; - A RECOVERY IS WHEN DR. FAUCI LOSES HIS."
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I believe that the most signiIcant thing the layperson can do at this point is to be kuent in the issues of censorship and propaganda, and

when attempting to help others, present information and questions about this Irst, up front.  Present any info about health, the injection,

etc. through this lens.  Ask others if they can they say with certainty that the dominant media is being honest about the current

information? That the information from the pharma companies is conveyed in an honest way?  Can they provide referenced information

that demonstrates that there is not in fact censorship of factual material going on.  Or that the self styled “fact-checkers” are legitimate.

 On what do they base their perspectives?  Welcome their counterpoints.

Mirandola has reminded us — and continues to inspire us — to take the hopeful perspective that people will wake up!  and I concur!

Thanks to mirandola I’m reminded to share a thought offered by my hubbie, this is from several months ago: The truth spreads, It may

have little feet, But it still spreads
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Believe it or not, when you allow the JUICE of the JAB into your body, you are now in contract with the maker of the mRNA product
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Believe it or not, when you allow the JUICE of the JAB into your body, you are now in contract with the maker of the mRNA product

patents and all of it's contents of an ownership that now resides in your organs.  You are in a contract you didn't realize you had consent

on to for on going test purposes. The spike protein is a design item that has patents issued on it also. If you mess with that product in

any shape or form you could be held liable by the company for infringements of the product.

This trick of volunteering to be a case subject to take on any and all effects licensed under EUA has set you up for a maintence routine in

order to abide by the rules you yourself now hold as these DNA altered substances of microbes/tissues/blood/bone/etc that has now

been modiIed by a company for it's private and licensed proIts making protocols that in legal fact, you consented upon an altered kuid

JAB.  Personal choice has always been a Ight for by Americans. There are historical examples!!

Please vividly recall that those Vial (vile) package inserts that are required to explain what you are about to inject into your person

(participant) was absolutely blank.  Blank! You granted (not signed) a blank check over to BigPharma with the coercions of a federal gov

approved illegal charade.  Better take back your right to personal choice and for your fellow Americans right to choose!  "All" is not lost

nor forgotten!     Misplaced maybe.  We are being tested...are we not?
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MK3140
Joined On 2/1/2021 10:13:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Europeans recognize the ***  so they protest. Unlike the west, they lived through Nazi tyranny so they recognize it more easily.  I have

a theory that despite best efforts, the *** never went away, the US brought their scientists to the west, the rest went underground. Over

decades, they installed their people in governments around the world. Canada's Deputy PM Freeland is one example, she went through

WEF's program, so did forner Bank of England chair, another Canadian, Mark Carney.  

Freeland is a child of ***, a fact hidden by Trudeau in secret Iles. Schwab's great reset is no accident. Neither is it by chance that speciIc

elites managed to get rich. The best example: IBM handed Gates Microsoft on a golden platter for reasons never adequately explained.  I

believe this has has all been in the works since the 2nd world war. The *** have pooled resources,  corrupted key political players, and

created an elite class that controls corrupt world governments with bribes and empty promises. But that's just my opinion.
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MK31, well who'd have known *** was ***!  My goodness, *** is just **** in reality and *** often disguises as a ***** while shopping

at Walmart,  you'll see.  *** is NOT what *** seems!  More like ****1/2.  Check it out!
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Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM
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Now I know why Freeland makes my skin crawl. Thank you for sharing that info MK.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM
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www.strategic-culture.org/news/2017/01/27/chrystia-freeland-family-rec..
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MK, Add to this list, Trudeau, Singh, Arden, Macron, Merkel, Johnson, to namw a few more.  We've been played.
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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MK and Wwalkerware ... What's happening with all the stars? LOL!
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BrianBinder
Joined On 8/8/2014 8:13:03 PM
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Hi everyone!  Question:  Does anyone have access to a good concise list that shows very OBJECTIVELY that the whole COVID narrative is

a fraudulent conspiracy?  Something like a bullet-pointed list, e.g.:  1. PCR Test set artiIcially high to show false positives and justify a

"pandemic"   2. DeInition of pandemic changed in 200X   3. Hospitals reimbursed $X,XXX.00 by ______________  per reported COVID

positive patient   4.  SARS COV-2 patents created by _____________ in 200X (before "pandemic") Obviously mercola.com has many well

documented articles showing the fraudulence, but many folks can get tripped up trying to follow all the complex details.  I'd like to be able

to hand out to people a concise list that sums up many short incontestable truths so that they can digest them and say, "Hey, wait a

minute...." and then see the fraud for what it is. Thanks, Brian
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Bx0000
Joined On 11/1/2021 5:52:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Richard Fleming, MD. PhD, JD's video gives the full authoritative rundown on all these so called "vaccines" including the latest

Novavax - the pathology, virology, treatment, legally what to do...the whole enchilada.

www.bitchute.com/.../NifaOK0CZtqk

also don't forget to sign the petition:

www.petitions.net/investigation_and_prosecution_of_those_individuals_r..
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trying to offer a ray of light from the late scientist Dr. Mae Wan-Ho of how society and science could move forward for the betterment of

humanity:  www.permaculturenews.org/2013/01/09/liberating-science-and-imagination..   We must start working toward the solutions

instead of being entrapped by "their" narrative.
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DonnaTheHague
Joined On 2/2/2008 2:11:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From the 6th of November '21 in the Netherlands you need to show your QR-code also for a cup of coffee at outdoor terraces, for the gym

and playing, even playing outdoor sports.  The government will try to change the law in order to mandate all workers showing their pass

at work if the employer wants to. And they are expecting a 2G system (= either vaccination or prior infection, no negative tests anymore).

G in Dutch and German means = genezen, gevaccineerd, getest (cured, vaccinated, tested).
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MyLucky10
Joined On 1/7/2010 9:49:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another reason to not trust 'agencies, government or others.' They do NOT have the interest of the public in mind.
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alouicious2
Joined On 10/27/2009 1:10:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Notice that 95% of these countries(and New York) have been disarmed. Funny how this Covid-Pass nonsense pretty much isn't happening

in any well-armed localities.
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jsmauldin
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:01:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of these Governmental agencies, OSHA, FDA, EPA, NIH and many more need to be completely revamped or shuttered. This is one

important way to eliminate cronyism, graft and corruption. A shake up is a MUST and it MUST be HUGE!
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quiltingmatilda
Joined On 8/12/2009 8:35:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Changing the OHSA rule and then changing it back is kind of like when the International Date Line was changed so that one of the

countries would be Irst in the new millennium, then changed back. Why have rules anyway?
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Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Leaders Turn a Blind Eye"  At a certain point, one that many countries have reached, perodic protests simply won't produce the desired

results.  The Boston Tea Party did not create our republic.
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Warning Against Novavax!

Dr. Richard Fleming - COVID Criminals WILL Be Held Accountable - Warning Against Novavax!

www.bitchute.com/.../NifaOK0CZtqk
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Bill53
Joined On 11/3/2021 5:12:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live in NC and I never wear a mask and am not taking the jab.  I never get hassled and most people seem to appreciate that I'm not

wearing a mask.  I just try to be friendly and nice.  Set a good example.  I work for myself and have not been affected at all by the

scamdemic.  Just saying.  I think a lot of people aren't protesting because they are going on with their own lives like nothing is any

different.  Now when and if it does affect me then I will take to the streets in protest.  I think there are quite a few people like me and I

hope our numbers are increasing.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

theexpose.uk/2021/11/02/anna-de-buisseret-hold-the-line-stand-your-gro..   First, sincere thanks to Barb in western Canada for this;

she’s a superb researcher.   Another great woman, Anna De Buisseeret, LL.B.   Medical Freedom March,  October 30, 2021, London.

 Children’s Health Defense This is banned on Facebook, Twitter and Google. Wounding with intent has a ring to it that is so accurate.  If I

was defending, I would use that terminology.  It applies to anyone administering the injection.   Ignorance of the law is no defense.

I knew this from the get go, but I’ve got the advantage of a long time in law.  It’s why I've never been afraid of the promo rubbish.  This is

the biggest crime against humanity in the existence of wo/mankind. Also I have the advantage of being raised in a family that was

involved in WWII.  And none of them were liars.  If anything they downplayed it.  When my grandparents’ greenhouses shattered because

a bomb landed nearby, my mother said, it was a lot of glass to sweep up.    Please spread the message.  This is the most important thing

you will do in your life today. A Notice of Liability is a signiIcant defense weapon.   Threat, coercion is a method to make you comply.  

Canadian law is based on British law, but a lot of what is mentioned also applies in many other countries.
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM
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The problem is we are increasingly living in lawless societies.
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sea28155
Joined On 4/26/2015 9:37:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend wrote this song about the jab mandates:

https://youtu.be/CXU6zdejHM0
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Adesia404
Joined On 4/4/2021 7:42:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pelosi got booed out of the church
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montrealep
Joined On 3/1/2012 5:01:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would love to ask some of the nice people at the OSHA or the government, or the media that love to tell us how safe these vaccines are,

why the OSHA felt the need to change the rules. After all, the shots are so utterly safe we have absolutely nothing to worry about and

adverse events so incredibly rare and basically all we have to fear is a sore arm and a slight fever. Surely that wouldn't make their

insurance premiums go up or " created a disincentive for employers to mandate that their employees get vaccinated.” ? If anything major

is so exceedingly rare, surely it doesn't call for such a wide sweeping change in rules that affect so many people. As usual, logic is

absent.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Montrealepo, when you ask them, also ask what life will be like for their children and grandchildren once the digital social/Inancial

system of slavery that they are facilitating with these jabs. Dumb, selIsh, greedy, weak, imbeciles that they are!
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albedo
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:31:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"At the same time, government agencies charged with keeping us safe are doing the complete opposite. That includes the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), which President Biden has placed in charge of enforcing his unconstitutional edict that private

companies with 100 employees or more must make COVID “vaccination” a requirement for employment or face Ines of as much as

$700,000 per incidence.1" With friends like Biden, Fauci, OSHA, the CDC, etc, why worry about the Chicoms, or the Russians?  Our own

"leaders" and regulatory agencies are doing a damned good job of CRUSHING OUR ECONOMY, all by themselves.
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do we see fewer protesters in the US? it is about leadership. Republicans in the US are afraid to upset big pharma and loose their

campaign contributions, so they lay low. The media also plays a role. CNN, known for adding gasoline to small Ires to agitate masses

and create headlines, are part of big pharma's plan to censor opposition, the vax and vax mandates, including PHYSICIANS and

SCIENTISTS' warnings and opinions
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Heartsthoughts
Joined On 1/31/2021 6:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OSHA has a whistleblower complaint form to Ill if your employer is putting employees in danger.  We should all complete a whistleblower

complaint against the employer vaccine mandate placing us in danger.
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mni3972
Joined On 12/9/2013 5:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Leaders Turn a Blind Eye"?  It appears that the majority are absolutely supporting mandates.  I'm guessing the protests will really get

crazy when it is better identiIed who exactly is pulling the puppet strings on the heads of state that are implementing the mandates.  Too

many people have lost friends and family from these vax's not to have this get a bit wild.  And the excuse that those master and leaders

didn't know the vax was harmful won't ky as the real store is absolutely everywhere.
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

not exactly "supporting mandates" but the majority are afraid of being labeled "anti-vaxer" (considered sociopathic in the US) or

loose the political contributions of big pharma if they oppose any type of vaccination... Only a few Senators are voicing opposition

because they have strong resistance to this outrage within their districts/states
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unbelievable!  But hey, as long as congress doesn't have to get the shot, and if they do, as long as they're covered - then we should be

happy for them????  What the heck is going on? As far as OSHA, oh my word!  I expect nothing less right now.  Pfft!
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conscious1s
Joined On 10/17/2012 11:59:35 AM
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The worst coverup is ignoring the exponential spike in deaths reported to VAERS. Any other product would have been pulled from the

market immediately. The chart on page 13 of the report should be headline news. www.skirsch.com/.../Deaths.pdf
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ELEPHANT ROOM  OSHA is a federal agency.  They used to send their agents out to inspect a buddy's cedar mill (Copalis Crossing,

Washington).  He, and I have too, sent them packing each time. Of course, their leaving was always accompanied by the usual "screwing

with federal agents." We laughed. They NEVER came back  with federal or even county reinforcements.  First, the mill was located in The

State of Washington, not the District of Columbia. Second, the mill sold to brokers. It did not sell across state lines.

It's debatable if the feds (OSHA) had any authority over other than the product if the mill did sell across state lines. Only the product

crossed state lines, not the mill. If OSHA has that kind of power (none) in the states with regard to wood mills, kour mills, and so on, how

can it be said they have any authority to tell anyone how to deIne squat, or stand, or. . . . in any of the several states? We have a problem

with brain washing. Sadly, it affects nearly every so called representative too.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please review this excellent interview from London.  Much needed inspiration and legal information. The background noise is probably

intentional, but stay the course! theexpose.uk/2021/11/02/anna-de-buisseret-hold-the-line-stand-your-gro..
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The list of things "that should make everyone furious" is nearly endless.  Self-righteous outrage is becoming both a point of pride and a

way of life for Americans, and some others around the world.  It must have some payoff, but is it healthy? I'm all for reading a variety of

sources and viewpoints, always keeping in mind that no one has all the answers.  I'm all for advocating for improvements in one's sphere

of inkuence, keeping in mind one can often be more persuasive by listening than by shouting.  Hey if fulminations and outrage is what

makes some people happy, I guess there is room for that.  But will it lead you to a long, productive, and happy life?  Watch and learn.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM
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It's been said none are so guilty as those who stand by and do nothing in the face of evil being done.  This remains true decades

after these words were uttered. If no one is incensed by outrageous acts, there is no one to counter those acts. Success can, with

exceptions, be tied to passion in all but those exceptions.
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michael2020
Joined On 10/15/2016 10:23:43 AM
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ARE REGULATION OR RULE CHANGES LIKE THE ONE DESCRIBED REQUIRED TO BE NOTICED VIA FEDERAL REGISTER?
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another great article from Steve Kirsch who would love to debate with any of the pHARMa stool pigeons on main stream media.  He has

even offered money.  So far, none have accepted his challenge. In this latest blog he considers the covid vaccine to be THE MOST

DANGEROUS VACCINE: stevekirsch.substack.com/p/according-to-dr-paul-o`t-we-should
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Joined On 2/20/2008 10:31:55 AM
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Do you want more outrage? I am assuming this Indian site is legitimate. www.bitchute.com/.../qCb1mO6yrwza
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Joined On 8/9/2021 4:43:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this is all by design. there are a community of people who really hate us. especially white people who are in the way of the new world

order.  they own the money system - with a fake money system you can do whatever you want to do. they own hollywood, ALL the media

just about, the so called health industry - since this community of people own and control it - you will never have cures if you are not in

their tribe. they wrote communism and every over isms. they own and control ALL gov'ts and the schools systems throughout the world.

they own the BAR law system, and most important industry. that is why this group of people will continue till you wake up to this fact.

what you all witnessed is this groups supremacy throughout the whole world. they make up the heads of biden's govt. they are the true
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what you all witnessed is this groups supremacy throughout the whole world. they make up the heads of biden's govt. they are the true

haters of this world. and if you help them, you will help them introduce their new world order. best to you all for the hell they brought to all

of the rest of the people of this realm.
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gib1120
Joined On 12/20/2016 4:02:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only story I can read is OHSHA changes rule to cover up vaccine injuries. I can't read any other articles except this one. Is there

something wrong with your website?
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agencies have been called the fourth branch of government, but not with fondness. That is because they tend to work as a

combine of all three branches, but which was intended to be prohibited by our fundamental laws. That is because the combining of

the powers of two or more branches was produced tyranny. Today and days before, we see that proven out.  Creepy / Dementia

Joe, for example, issues edicts treated like law, but that are from the branch charged with executing law, rather than making them.

 When he does, you can guarantee yourself you will see many of your rights trampled.

"Coincidentally," you will, also, see he and those like him, charged with the duty of protecting our interests (representing us) grow

even more obscenely wealthy. Add to the foregoing the fact the higher courts agree, agencies cannot add to or take from the law.

That is because they remain executive branch entities and have even less authority than we do to pick and choose which laws they

will apply. In the end, it ALL comes down to agents.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Happy to say that I voted yesterday for Virginia Republican Glenn Youngkin, who is solidly against vaccine passports and mandates, and

he scored a resounding victory, as well as did the two Republican candidates for Lt. Governor and Attorney General, putting Virginia and

the U.S.A. back on the track to sanity. Here is the latest message from Catholic Archbishop Vigano in which he condemns vaccine

passports, mandates, "pope" Francis and the rest of the insanity:  www.bitchute.com/.../YCLC62rL39Rh
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KenG62protonmail.com
Joined On 8/5/2021 10:47:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for the protesters standing up to what the tyranny is going on because of George Soros involvment in pitting countries against each

other! He needs to be done away with along with Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton! you mind as well include Bill Gates, Dr. Fraud-ci and

every Democrat Marxist / Communist leaders in o`ce!
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola if you or your staff read these comments please please click on the video I just posted!  The Dr break down what is in the

vaccines! Shocking!
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.roxytube.com/watch/covid-19-injections-a-gateway-to-transhumanism-..  Dr. Carrie Madej…Oct.23, 2021 What is in the vaccine!

This will shock you…she did the homework!
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SpiderTaxi
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I truly believe the world elites want a certain percentage of the population to die.
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presence1st
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can no longer stay silent. Only read the summary in order to maintain my sane-ness! While I totally agree no one these days is presenting

all the info and thus we are persuaded to the side we agree with. The reporting especially for medical establishments for a vax reaction is

soooo laborious that medical professionals simply are unable to get through it all. Thus they do away with restrictions to facilitate. The

issue isn't one side vs. the other. It is about doing things different!!! We need to simplify the reporting process. It is time we left the right

and left and came to the middle ground. Centered within ourselves. Otherwise we will continue down this slippery slope!
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a travesty how these huge organizations have been able to manipulate facts and Igures across the universe, and also how these evil

minds are continually managing to stay ahead of anything they feel will affect their precious income and reputation. It used to be

'occasionally' when some big news event captured a lot of attention - now it's nearly everyday!  And like we 'here' realize, MOST sheeple

follow along, believing all they hear, while Dr. Mercola's name is continually being smeared.  So very sad. I'm so very thankful for him,

praying he's able to manage continuing this most beneIcial site. In wondering WHO will be responsible for the injured and worse, I've

mentioned several times in the past to contact lc.org. Click on Legal Help.  Mat Staver is a Constitutional Attorney who has argued cases

before the Surpreme Court and wins.  He's been a guest many times on a call-in radio program I listen to and has an amazing

organization.        https://lc.org/exempt
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Government has gotten far too big and out of control.  Our choices for many political candidates have been picked for us.  If we want to

make the government for the people and by the people again, we need to select our own candidates so we have a real choice at the polls,

and we need to be prepared to ignore the smear campaigns that will surely follow should the people's choice candidate prove to be

popular.
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ghUnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Temporary; but at least there is a ray of sunshine coming from humanity. A judge has ‘temporarily’ blocked this mandate for federal

workers. For how long, anybodies guess? www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-02-federal-judge-blocks-biden-regime-Irin..
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When White House Press releases become immediate mandated Legislation Policy orders you'll know you are a witness to an

un-American regime change of well greased TYRANNY! What ever happened to the Tar and Feathering of "The village square idiots"? FJB

   Rinse/lather/repeat for best results
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ejf908
Joined On 3/10/2021 9:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the classiIcation “vaccine” were legally stripped from the mRNA products, would the makers be liable for death and injury? It is

appalling that court cases for mandate injunctions and exemptions for religious and natural immunity reasons are dismissed because the

judge cites the interests of public health and safety.  The judges are just as ignorant as the CNN-watching public.  Why has it not been

argued in courts that VACCINATED folks produce, harbor and spread the viruses?  Where does the judge think the variants come from?

Therefore the mandates achieve the OPPOSITE of stated intent. The mandates are 3-Stooges buffoonery, as can be demonstrated

beyond dispute. As the CDC arguments against natural immunity are fake,  the case must be made in court … unless, going forward, this

problem is solved by the legislation just initiated.  We can’t imagine the judge on his/her initiative will oppose anything the Federal

Agencies declare … even if they agree privately with the plaintiff.  Let’s hope the balance in Congress shifts enough to give us a voice

heretofore squelched by many Democrats too cowardly to stand up for rationality and our Constitution.
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mjh551
Joined On 3/10/2011 8:38:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm wondering if one of the recent videos I saw here is available anywhere? It was within the last few days, it was a doctor, I don't know the

name, really powerfully speaking about the pandemic, the vaccine, and the lack of treatment for covid patients. He was so good! Does

anyone know who this was and how I can Ind the video?
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shefonz
Joined On 5/27/2021 6:19:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../54qAKA3loUpV
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TimM
Joined On 12/12/2007 4:09:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Peter McCullough?
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mjh551
Joined On 3/10/2011 8:38:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes it was Peter McCullough! Thank you. He was speaking to an audience, like at a conference, not an interview. Maybe bitchute

has is, I'll keep looking.
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mjh551
Joined On 3/10/2011 8:38:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I found it! concernedamericandad.com/2021/10/08/peter-mccullough-md-mph-speaks-at-..
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Colne68601
Joined On 11/3/2021 4:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Peter McCullough will be on The Highwire tomorrow. He's one of my favorite dissenting voices about these covid vaccines.

If you are unfamiliar, The Highwire has a weekly broadcast and a growing community. People are talking about these same types

of things over there daily. Check it out.
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shefonz
Joined On 5/27/2021 6:19:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I posted the link above
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another article supporting preventive support rather than the toxic jab:

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/11/no_author/modern-medicines-sins-of-omissio..
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JamesCiantar
Joined On 11/3/2021 4:30:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How is the employer to determine if a work related injury,illness or death is due to the covid jab or some other reason ? There's a health

and safety danger due to non-reporting of mishaps which without the OSHA loophole would have been reported. OSHA aren't very helpful

with health and safety.
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Colne68601
Joined On 11/3/2021 4:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's another wrinkle; OSHA is going to have to review mountains of reports and decide whether or not injuries are due to

vaccines or not. I'm not sure they've thought this thru fully. Employers are not trained to evaluate whether an incident is due to a

vaccine or some other workplace factor. Employers should continue to report all incidents anyway and let OSHA sort them out. If

employers fail to report an incident that isn't attributed to the vaccine, they will be in violation of workplace safety laws.

The government is pretending these vaccines don't cause injury, yet they've gone out of their way to make it di`cult to call

attention to the injuries they claim are not happening. Unbelieveable.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is gonna be the NWO  "National Anthem "......... www.youtube.com/watch
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Aother interview  with President Biden    www.youtube.com/watch
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signs9
Joined On 2/22/2013 4:13:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He's very talented & funny!  I had to laugh at this one...but I don't agree with a lot of his ideas.  He's also a member of that tribe that

you seem to not care for.
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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yes Signs9   .......but when they kissed fauci........I about threw up laughing my ass off.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems that money talks and everything else walks in our system of justice. Thus criminal alterations of the law go unnoticed. The drug

industry owns the justice system. Now they own the President as well. I think I will wake up one morning and someone will have ended

the people responsible for this particular injustice. So far, not so. Doesn't mean it will not happen. Just means that a whole lot of people

will tolerate just about anything. If these people indeed own the system, don't look for justice. It isn't going to happen. I would not have

the security job some people face every day for any amount of money on the planet. Yet according to the President, they too will either

get the jab or face unemployment. I think the world has just got very interesting because of the actions of the drug companies written

about here. It remains to be seen what will happen.

Especially if a huge number of military people refuse the jab and are discharged. Especially if large numbers of transportation people also

refuse the jab and are Ired. What the Democrats face with a majority in both houses is the loss of both houses of Congress and a

possible impeachment of the current President.  But that would only occur if the opposition party has any guts. I have yet to see any guts

from either house. What I have seen is people of both parties in the control of said drug industry. In years past, if I had wrote a SCIENCE

FICTION novel describing the current situation, I do not think a publisher would have accepted the book to be published. It would seem

too outlandish. Yet here we stand, the reality being reality and all of this COVID stuff is happening.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

European leaders calling out the Covid passport tyrany  europe.infowars.com/throw-me-in-jail-eu-o`cials-slam-covid-passports..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And these PIG  we voted for and 'Biting the hand s that feed them"..... Well......ifn I had a dog that kept biting the had that fed it...it

wouldn't be my pet very long.... Seems that the taxes we pay to keep them in 'Milk&Honey' maybe needs to be Cut...or culled..or maybe

that position needs to be ELIMINATED...removing some elected person and their secretaries and 'Buddies'.and drivers and the stack of

'Freebies'  and 'perks' and make them REPAY for EVERYTHING!!!!!!!   sell off their house(s)  boats and cars and pools and their kids private

educations  ...make these bas7ards  PAY!!!!!!!!!!!! Maybe "Vigilante Justice' is needed....worldwide....YES  get them Ropes out....3/4 hemp

rope is nice and tough, And can be reused  many times.....and I would be playing this catchy tune while the massive Lynching  is going

on..... www.youtube.com/watch
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anlongo
Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is about time that we create our own Secret Societies.
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PhillB
Joined On 2/11/2013 3:22:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a blood test or some other test to prove you have developed natural immunity?
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Probably is, but they (GP's) won't tell you about it. My mum's GP said "No" when I enquired. They're "all in this together"
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are the scum of the earth ....hows it feel ...Me,  I have been this all my life ....get use too it
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que1888
Joined On 8/3/2015 3:42:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Heads up!  I want everyone to be aware of recent Indings by the researchers in Spain, La Quinta Columna, who came across graphene

oxide and more weird things found in DENTAL novacaine.  They have a big long page of all their Indings and even photos.  I even sent

this link to my biological dentist, he didn't understand why I cancelled all my appointments to have my mercury removed. (He's a

biological dentist.)  I had become "magnetized" around the time I Irst had a procedure with novacaine, and I suspected something from

my visit brought this on.  But who knows.  www.orwell.city/.../lidocaine.html
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cpa72239
Joined On 4/29/2021 5:58:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I suspected this, after having a dental procedure (with novacaine) magnets were sticking to me.

Time to Ind a new dentist.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks que1888, I found your comment at the bottom of the list! I'm wondering if that is because people have voted you down!

That is tragic because what you're pointing out is very relevant. Graphene oxide is being used lots of places besides vaccines and

Lidocaine. And it's being used because it has great functionality as a electrical receptor. There is conjecture that it will be a way to

have the body react to 5G stimulation. As we all know 5G communication is being installed throughout the world. There may be

hopes by Big Brother that it will be used ultimately to control the population. And the mechanism installed in the human body to do

this may very well be  graphine oxide. particleandIbretoxicology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12989-0..
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dang que and stone, you're on target.   These are the same pharmaceuticals, OF COURSE THEY'RE NOT GOING TO LIMIT THEIR

POISONS TO several tens of various vaccines and their boosters.  That crap is going to be spicing up every dish they serve up!  You

are soooo right!  Thanks for the eye opener,  now I  have to deal with this crooked bs at my dentist o`ce....AND EVERY WHERE

ELSE.  I know now why God orders THEM ALL KILLED,  when HE went on a cleansing tear.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Good post. Not sure why you are at the bottom. I got one for you. My wife got both jabs of the PIzer jab. Within 2 weeks of her

second jab I became electriIed! It continues to get worse. I now am on my 3rd round of antibiotics for what I believe is a staph

infection. That's not the most interesting part. I can't do self-checkout anymore. For the past 2 months, every single time I've tried

to use the self-checkout the machine either shuts completely off, locks up (screen freeze), loses connection, or the receipt printer
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to use the self-checkout the machine either shuts completely off, locks up (screen freeze), loses connection, or the receipt printer

fails (Ive of the last 8 checkouts had receipt printer failure).

Someone PLEASE explain to me how in the hell this is happening!  I have not gotten jabbed, but my wife has. Not only that, my new

(as of Aug 2020) cell phone got shut off by AT&T in Aug 2021. I got no warning. I had full signal strength, but had no services. I

assumed the sims card failed. I went to an AT&T store and they examined my phone and determined it was the sims. I chuckled

and said "all electronics I've toughed have failed lately".

He brought up that I needed to upgrade my phone. I said this is a NEW PHONE! He goes, "OH NO, you are on 3G". I pointed to the

top of my phone where it clearly displayed 4G. He continued tapping his keyboard and said he couldn't make sense of it. ATT

blocked all 3G phones and somehow my phone was showing to be operating on 3G even though it is a NEW 4G. I had to call ATT

and threaten to switch to a different carrier. They refused to correct the problem!

They extended my service for 1 month and gave me a 50% discount to upgrade to 5G. I had no voicemail or data. I could only call

and text (no browsing). I called them 3 weeks later and told them I'm cancelling my phone, internet, and cable if they don't Ix this

immediately! I got transferred to higher-ups twice before they apologized and reconnected all my services. However, they still

insist I'm using a 3G phone and that by Jan 2022, I will have no cellphone service!
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"jNj" RE: 3G to 4G. Same here, I recently had to change my Consumer Cellular (they use the A.T.&T or T-Mobile backbone) traveling

kip-phone from 3G to 4G unlimited LD calling, so that cost me ~$75. USD for that new phone. I also have CC's Home phone virtual

landline line ZTE modem, for my unlimited indoor L.D. calls, (which also has traveling capabilities in, say, a motor home or motel

stay-over) and was recently told to upgrade, "or else", from 3G to 4G, which also cost me another ~ $75. The old 3G Home Phone

virtual landline ZTE modem had just a single rubber duck antenna connected with a commonly available electronic industry SMA

coax antenna connector, to which I replaced it with a SMA outdoor connected, indoor EMF free, co-ax with mobile outdoor antenna.

Now with this new hi-speed 4G Home Phone ZTE modem replacement, has a dual (full duplex) rubber duck antenna array on the

indoor modem, also SMA connected, which means that I now have to install an additional outdoor, SMA connected antenna to

create a full duplex array...aaargh. Oh well, at least the outdoor antenna array(s) are free of indoor EMFs, and Dr. M always says for

good health, "keep busy", so I've got my work cut out for me...lol!!  And I have still kept my landline, downgraded to local calls only

saving $$$, but in a pinch, one can dial a 7 digit preIx PIX number for LD calling.

www.consumercellular.com/shopping/details/home_phone_base/overview
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Graphene family nanomaterials (GFNs) are rapidly emerging for ocular applications due to their outstanding physicochemical

properties. Since the eyes are very sensitive organs and the contact between the eyes and GFNs in eye drops, contact lenses,

intraocular drug delivery systems and biosensors and even the workers handling these nanomaterials is inevitable, it is necessary

to investigate their ocular toxicities and physiological interactions with cells as well as their toxicity mechanisms. The toxicity of

GFNs can be extremely affected by their physicochemical properties, including composition, size, surface chemistry, and oxidation

level as well as dose and the time of exposure.

Up to now, there are several studies on the in vitro and in vivo toxicity of GFNs; however, a comprehensive review on ocular toxicity

and applications of GFNs is missing, and a knowledge about the health risks of eye exposure to the GFNs is predominantly

unspeciIed. This review highlights the ocular applications of GFNs and systematically covers the most recent advances of GFNs’

physicochemical properties, in vitro and in vivo ocular toxicity, and the possible toxicity mechanisms as well as provides some

perspectives on the potential risks of GFNs in material development and biomedical applications. GRAPHENE FAMILY

NANOMATERIALS IN OCULAR APPLICATIONS: PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND TOXICITY europepmc.org/.../34041903

 (2021)
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Please repost: What You Must do if you get Covid 19.
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*A QUESTION*... Hello All! I am a long-time reader, but Irst time commenter to the work of Dr. M and this community. I am so grateful for

BOTH Dr. M and this community! Dr. M, I have 2 of your books & your work is years ahead of it's time, vital and invaluable. To this

community and those whose insight, links, feedback and words give me hope.

Gui, Almond, Forbidden, Retsbew, RealRose, Tracey and others, the commitment and time you invest in furthering the discussions and

keeping the community informed are so important and appreciated. My question for everyone is slightly off today's topic but is in line

with the greater problem. After a long search on how to best remove kouride out of my family's daily drinking water, I settled on using the

AquaGear water pitcher with a drop-in Ilter that is replaced every 6 months (I have a subscription so the Ilter is auto-shipped to my

home).

I believe this community will Ind it as 'telling' and foreboding as I did, that I received an email from them this week saying that they are

changing the formulation of their water Ilters to "better address Iltering out forever chemicals AND THE NEW FORMULATION OF THE

FILTER WILL *NO LONGER FILTER FLOURIDE*!!! The question I am posing to this community is what is the best way to Ilter kouride (and

the other harmful things that they add) from drinking water? I have city water, not well water.

I previously was putting a binchotan stick (piece of charcoaled wood) into a large pitcher of water for our daily water drinking, but read

that while it absorbs some of the harmful additives, it leaves many behind. Your feedback and suggestions are greatly appreciated. I have

an idea on how they will go about the ' you will own nothing' part of the plan, but I always wondered how they'd pull off the 'and you will be

happy' part. I'm thinking this... our water, has something to do with it... Thank you all!
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Hi NoStoneUnturned. This article by Dr. Mercola is in Spanish.

articulos.mercola.com/sitios/articulos/archivo/2018/01/27/Iltracion-d..  Translation of the most important (the references are in

English): An analysis carried out in 2017 on water samples from 50,000 companies in 50 states of the country, revealed that

American tap water contains more than 267 different types of toxins. To Ind out what's in your tap water, take a look at the EWG

tap water database https://www.ewg.org/tapwater/  

Regarding the type of Iltration system, there are several options, most have their advantages and disadvantages. Here are some

of the most common options. Reverse Osmosis (RO) - In addition to removing chlorine and organic and inorganic components

from your water, RO will also remove about 80% of kuoride and most DPBs. One of their disadvantages is that they need frequent

cleaning to prevent bacterial growth. Your best alternative is to use a tankless RO system with a compressor. Another

disadvantage of this system is the expense involved, since you may need the help of a plumber to install it. RO will also remove

many of the valuable minerals and trace elements along with harmful contaminants.

Ion exchange - Ion exchange is designed to remove dissolved salts, such as calcium, from water. This system also softens the

water and helps prevent scale build-up. The ion exchange system was originally used in boilers and other industrial situations

before becoming popular in household puriIcation units, generally combining the system with carbon for greater effectiveness.

Although the advantages include a high kow rate and low maintenance cost, Sciencing points out some of its disadvantages which

include, "calcium sulfate accumulation, iron accumulation, organic matter absorption, organic contamination by resin, as well as

contamination. bacterial and chlorine contamination ”.11
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Granular Carbon and Carbon Block Filters - These are the most common Ilter types for above and below counter installations.

Activated granular carbon is recognized by the EPA as the best available technology for the removal of organic chemicals such as

herbicides, pesticides, and industrial chemicals. One of its disadvantages is that the loose material inside the channel of the

container, the water creates pathways by which the carbon material, escapes from the Iltrate.

Carbon block Ilters offer the same Iltering capacity, but are compressed with medium carbon into a solid form. This eliminates

channeling and gives the ability to precisely combine multiple media in a sub-micron Ilter cartridge. One of the best Iltration

systems I have come across so far is the Pure & Clear Whole House Water Filtration System, which uses a three-stage Iltration

process consisting of a micron sediment pre-Ilter, a KDF water Ilter and a high-grade carbon water Ilter.12

productos.mercolamarket.com/Iltros-para-toda-la-casa
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